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A Sculpture turning into a conversation, part zero and part one, 2006
2 videos synchronised, 25min.
A lecture in which is described how a sculpture turns into a conversation. The work exists both as live lecture and as a
double projection with voice-over and sculpture. In the video work a voice-over reads a text in which a sculpture transforms
(is transformed) into a conversation, while the left projection (Part Zero) shows a ‘camera’ going over a collection of images,
diagrams and notes and the right projection (Part One) a series of photographs.
(fragment) [...] There’s a line of description going through the text. The text starts with the description of an artificial
centralized existence, namely a sculpture – not even a real sculpture but one that is described in order to be turned into a
conversation. [...] So the text starts with the description of an abstract sculpwture. The sculpture is described and slowly
dissolves into a conversation. The description is set up with in mind the immanent transformation and the need to incorporate,
already in the sculpture, the possibilities of this transformation and to create the possibility to move from the formal of the
sculpture to the content of the conversation. [...]

Chillida (Forms & Feelings), 2006
2 videos synchronised, 25min.
Chillida (Forms & Feelings) is a personal inquiry into my affective relation to a series of photographs taken by the
photographer David Finn of sculptures by the Basque sculptor Chillida. While going through the pages of the photo-book
I try to trace the relationship between the characteristics of these specific objects, their depiction, the experience of the
photographer and his daughter, my own preoccupations concerning existential matters and my emotional response.
(fragment) [...] Yes, it lies at first closer to sensation than to feeling. A wide curved arm stretches itself and I feel the sensation
of the matter that is a concrete form in space. Two arms embrace space – I do not exactly experience a specific emotion but
I am propelled into the awareness of my own existential disposition, which is not so much defined. I do not want to avoid this
awareness, but I can’t really do so much with it. When my feeling is directed towards this state of existential awareness, it is
not becoming any more specific, it rather dissolves into one fuzzy cloud of undetermined feeling, although there is a strong
sense of direction and relation to it. [...]

COLLABORATIONS

Organon, 2008 (in collaboration with Benoît Maire)
6 wooden tables on wheels, various materials, 4 posters, performance
installation view Croy Nielsen, 2008
Organon (and the audience perception) consists of a text presented on four posters and various abstract objects, arranged
on six tables in different shapes that can be easily moved. The materials range from clay and wood to Plexiglas, a broken
vase and fleece, arranged in constellations of which some are more clearly defined than others. The physical appearance of
the sculpture will change several times during the exhibition, as it will be ‘performed’ by a person assigned by the artists to
rearrange the tables and the objects.
The text-part of the sculpture, titled Organon (and the audience perception), reads as an abstract flow of thoughts that
intervene with the physical appearance of the sculpture, and lingers between plain description, description of an act and
abstract theorization as well as self reflection. The text includes reflections on time (past, present, future), repetition and the
act of performing, and becomes an act in itself.
The work can be perceived as an attempt to dissolve the distinction between performance, text and sculpture by using and
activating a set of abstract objects. It is a piece of work that remains open ended, operating in a formal language but it is a
language without rules.

Organon, 2008 (in collaboration with Benoît Maire)
6 wooden tables on wheels, various materials, 4 posters, performance
installation view Croy Nielsen, 2008

The Wave, 2009 (in collaboration with Benoît Maire)
16mm film, 12:30min.
installation view Grazer Kunstverein, 2009
Concerned with language as material, The Wave, a 16 mm film, can be seen as part of an ongoing conversation - that
moves across sculptures-as-harbingers-of-thought to the language of structural film making. The Wave, like letter writing, is
constructed through long distance dialogue. The film contains two distinct voices and angles that never merge, producing
gaps and inconsistencies that break language apart in a very open narrative. In the fist part of the film Falke Pisano suggests,
constructs and investigates a relationship between an object and a gaze, between an object and a subject. The object she
describes is round, but has edges, it is smooth, and abstract. What happens to this object in relation to a subject, what is
it without the gaze of a subject? Can we imagine an object without the subject? What is an object if it is not for me? The
next scene is orchestrated by Maire. We are on a sandy beach, it is windy and the sea is rough, big waves repeatedly
and rhythmically make their way toward the shore. A branch has been stuck in the sand, crossed by another, creating an
improvised assemblage that marks out a situation, producing a ‘place’. Within this context Maire has placed a table and a
chair. On the table are a number of objects; different glasses, casts of hands in a variety of colors, a clock. A man and a
woman interact with the set of objects, as one moves them around the other observes - gently alluding to the instability of
meaning. The scene is silent although the protagonists speak, as there is no sound, nor subtitles. There is a clear shift again
as the viewer is transposed to a park – from ‘nature’ to ‘culture’. The camera finds a public sculpture, a big concrete shaped
shelter. People are sitting inside it. Like the assemblage of branches on the beach this sculpture - frames, communicates,
sets up a location that directs people to behave in a certain way.

Dynamo, 2008 (in collaboration with Ana Roldán)
dimensions variable, fabric, clay, gold paper, wood, leather, stone, brush, paint, cardboard, tape, digital prints
installation view Kunsthaus Glarus, 2011
Dynamo (2008) is a collaborative play: a floor installation consisting of three fabric pieces, which are all printed with
original drawings. On each of these fabric pieces both artists have placed an object. These objects originate from previous
exhibitions, installations, or from the artists’ studios. Thus, while the fabric pieces provide a common ground, the objects by
Pisano and Roldàn, which are imbued with history and meaning, form a relationship and therefore create a new context for
interpretation. According to a set of rules, which is also on display, the objects will change their position sixteen times within
35 days, thus always entering into new constellations. The viewer is not supposed to completely understand this complex
game-like process. It does not require interaction, but merely testifies to actions, which others have committed.
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Constellations of One and Many. Constellation 1. The Man in the Crowd, 2014 (collaboration with Archive Books)
dimensions variable, metal, fabric, audio, digital prints, installation view ar/ge kunst
The shared investigation entitled Constellations of One and Many focuses on the relationships of power and affect that
exist between subject and collectivity. It takes its cues from a series of sources and case studies in the fields of literature,
philosophy and political science.
This research is directly reflected in the sculptural display that Pisano and Archive Books have conceived for the exhibition:
a specific format of presentation with its own spatial and temporal coordinates. The actual function of the display is to bring
together otherwise diffuse, disparate elements into an arrangement or constellation. It could also be read as a diagram where
the individual–collective, object–architecture relationship finds form that remains open to possibility.
This ‘openness’ is mirrored in the temporal organisation of the display, which is articulated in three distinct parts covering the
duration of the exhibition. Both contents and publics are arranged (or choreographed) into three different, and, by definition,
incomplete configurations.
The first configuration, titled The Man of the Crowd, is a direct reference to the novel of the same name written in 1840
by American writer Edgar Allan Poe. In this story, the visual engagement between the two main characters is used as
a paradigm to describe the urban crowd pictured in the historical moment of its emergence; during the development of
extensive metropolitan areas and all the new social, productive and perceptive relationships these entail.
The first display of the exhibition moves from these considerations to actualize a (hypothetical) individual point of view within
the crowd itself; a method that serves as way of exploring the affective interpersonal relationships that result from physical
contact, the awareness of individual subjectivity and its negation through the loss of identity in the group.
In the second configuration, Here to There, There to Here, the point of view is shifted to observe the image of the crowd
from its exterior. Beginning with the Arab Spring and Occupy Movements, recent years have seen a proliferation of visual
imagery representing crowds – a process that follows on from earlier waves for instance in the 1960s and 1970s. Pisano and
Archive Books take this observation and derive a set of questions from it: What are the implications of the mediatisation of
subjectivities for the relationship of proximity and distance? What modes of attention pertain to the image of a crowd? And
what kind of role does this image play in a recognized rhetoric of the representation of social change?
The third configuration, entitled Flesh made numbers made flesh again, focuses on the crowd as public. It investigates the
production of the crowd’s subjectivity and its economic relevance to post-Fordist modes of production. In these terms, the
exhibition as such – from the great world fairs onwards – was never just a ‘dispositive’ for observing and exposing; it is
primarily a means for organising production and, by implication, the social itself.

Constellations of One and Many. Constellation 1. The Man in the Crowd, 2014 (collaboration with Archive Books)
dimensions variable, metal, fabric, audio, digital prints, installation view ar/ge kunst

Constellations of One and Many. Constellation 2: Here to there, there to here, 2014 (collaboration with Archive Books)
dimensions variable, metal, fabric, audio, digital prints, installation view ar/ge kunst

Constellations of One and Many. Constellation 3: Flesh made numbers made flesh again, 2014
(collaboration with Archive Books)
dimensions variable, metal, fabric, audio, digital prints, installation view ar/ge kunst

LC in the Bijlmer, 2014 (collaboration with Luca Frei)
double video projection with voice over, 41:08min.
installation view Hollybush Gardens, London, 2014
LC in the Bijlmer is a video installation consisting of a voiceover and two projections: on the left, an architectural walkthrough
3D animation shows a pavilion and its particular features, and on the right, photographs, maps, screenshots, and illustrations,
punctuate different moments in the text, which is read, in turns, by the artists.
LC in the Bijlmer is both a critical contextualisation and an amplification of an unrealised project. It is the result of a
collaboration that started in 2010, when the artists were commissioned to design a semi permanent pavilion for the second
edition of The Bijlmer Art International, due to open in 2012 in the newly redeveloped Bijlmerpark, the main green recreation
area of the large scale concrete suburb of Amsterdam. The pavilion was intended to mediate the thought of Brazilian artist
Lygia Clark (1920-1988) and to function as a sculpture while also attaining a social function within the community of the
Bijlmer.
In July 2011, due to internal financial complications that affected not only the funding of the entire event, but also Straat van
Sculpturen, the organisation responsible for the project, the second edition of The Bijlmer Art International was canceled.
The decision of Pisano and Frei to continue with their collaboration, after being notified of the cancellation of the exhibition,
opened up for new possibilities to develop the original proposal, and through an in-depth investigation, to raise questions in
relation to the conditions that led to the commission, as well as their response to it.
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